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Picture Windows
The Painted Screens of  
Baltimore and Beyond 
Friday, December 13, 2013–Sunday, March 16, 2014

Events

Book Signing and Meet the Screen PainterS 

Sunday, December 15  
Brown Center: Falvey Hall Lobby,  
1301 W. Mount Royal Avenue

2:00 p.m. - Book Signing
3:00 p.m. - Meet the Screen Painters. A Conversation with 
Baltimore originals 1940-2013. 

collectorS circle: Bring out Your  
ScreenS: Painted Screen identification 
with artiStS and exPertS

Saturday, January 11, 2 p.m.  
Brown Center: Leidy Atrium,  

1301 W. Mount Royal Avenue

Bring in your painted screens, of any condition, to discuss 
conservation, artist identification and cleaning during this painted 
screens version of Antiques Roadshow.

Gallery Talks 

Thursday, January 30, noon  
Saturday, February 15, 3 p.m.  
Saturday, March 15, 3 p.m.  

Fox Building: Meyerhoff Gallery, 

1303 W. Mount Royal Ave. 

Elaine Eff, folklorist and curator, provides personal stories and 
revealing tidbits gleaned from four decades of fieldwork.

Film Screening

the Screen PainterS & little caStleS 
Q&a with artiStS and filMMakerS 

Saturday, Feb. 1, 5:30–7:30 p.m. 
Brown Center: Falvey Hall,  
1301 W. Mount Royal Ave. 

 
All programs are free and open to the public. For updates 
on programming, including artist gallery demonstrations, 
visit www.paintedscreens.org 

Curator Statement

Picture Windows is the culmination of research I began 
in 1974 to document the local art of screen painting, 
once as beloved a Baltimore icon as white marble steps. 
I was fortunate to meet the painters and patrons in their 
prime at a time when painted screens were everywhere, 
and witness their cyclical ebb and flow. The enthusiasm 
of Gerald Ross, Chief of Exhibitions at MICA, and his 
remarkable staff made this show possible. Special thanks 
to Christine Fillat, George Ciscle, Steve Ziger, Margo 
Downing, Xiaotian (Evan) Yang, Dean Krimmel, Allen 
Moore, Kim Carlin, and the heroic stewards and lenders 
of their art, several right off their windows. 

elaine eff, BaltiMore

100 Years of Painted Screens

2013 marks the centennial of painted screens in 
Baltimore, honoring the legacy of the art form’s first 
family, the occasion of the first screen painted in Little 
Bohemia, and the hundreds of artists who followed his 
lead. You are welcome to visit sites throughout Baltimore 
to see screens in situ and on display. The Painted Screen 
Society offers the following resources: 
Painted Screens Pilgrimage, Walking and Driving Tour Through 
East Baltimore’s Historic Rowhouse Neighborhoods.  

The Screen Painters DVD. 28-minute 1988 award-winning 
documentary film, re-released in 2013 with bonus footage 
featuring interview with John Waters.

How to Paint a Baltimore Screen DVD. 25-minute step-by-step guide 
to complete a Red Bungalow scene as taught by Dee Herget. (1997)

For more information on classes and events visit  
www.paintedscreens.org 

The book, The Painted Screens of Baltimore: An Urban Folk 
Art Revealed by Elaine Eff is available from University Press of 
Mississippi or wherever fine books are sold. 

(left top) Landscape painted screens were advertised in catalogs from Philadelphia to San 

Francisco in the last quarter of the 19th century. Typical was Baltimore’s Mohler & Hurlbutt of 

North Charles Street, who made screens available in 1893 for office and home use, windows 

and doors, landscape or plain, adjustable or fixed. Courtesy of The Winterthur Library: Joseph 

Downs Collection of Manuscript and Printed Ephemera, 88x106. 

(left bottom) This simple pine crate was shipped to M.C. Ebbecke Hdwe. of Allentown, 

Pennsylvania, a family-owned company that thrived from 1880 until late in the 20th century. 

Recently discovered unopened in storage, covered in fine soot, it contained six subtly colored 

landscape screens in spring-loaded adjustable wooden frames. The container was from an 

unknown source, most likely the screen fabricator that employed the painter. Courtesy of 

Dennis and Linda Moyer. Christine Fillat photographs.

(below) Senator Justin Morrill, father of the Land-Grant College Bill enacted by President 

Lincoln, designed and built this Gothic cottage in the village of Strafford, Vermont, in 1851. 

When he added a library wing eight years later, it included five tall, narrow landscape screens 

in shades of black and gray with a distinct European flavor. They were typical of the romantic-

themed idylls featured on screens and many decorative objects of the period. The artist is 

unknown. Homestead photograph by Mary Louise Pierson Photograph. Both Courtesy of 

Vermont Division of Historic Preservation. 

History

Screens for protection from disease-bearing insects 
became a part of mass culture around 1910, when public 
health caught up to the source of devastating epidemics. 
Previously, screens were the province of the wealthy 
and escape from the cities was “the cure.” To prevent 
rust, screen wire had to be painted—galvanization came 
later—and in no time companies began substituting 
functional rust-proofing with a painted landscape scene, 
repetitive pattern, or advertisement. Customers swiftly 
embraced the innovation. For a fee, artists were willing 
to paint any surface. Wire companies began to establish 
ateliers of painters to complete custom orders. From the 
British Isles, across the continent to America, decorated 
screens, in monochromatic colors, turned out to be a fad 
luxury item. They disappeared once screens were mass-
produced for popular consumption, available to all.

Special thanks to the Brenda Brown Rever and Lipitz Siblings  

Foundation, Maryland State Arts Council, and The Ivy Bookshop.

The embellishment of woven wire mesh window and 
door screens has a storied history. Though Baltimore’s 
rowhouses have been celebrated as the birthplace 
of brightly painted landscape screens, this practical 
decorative art--marrying beauty and utility--providing 
privacy and ventilation while deterring flying insects, 
actually has its roots in 1720s London, and later 
appeared in the finest homes of Victorian Europe and 
America. But it was not until 20th century Baltimore 
that hundreds of street corner artists in working class 

(clockwise from top right) Stoop-sitting rowhouse residents of South Decker Avenue near Patterson Park enjoy a summer day amid marble steps and the familiar backdrop of Red Bungalow 

screens painted by itinerant artist and musician Alonzo Parks of Canton. This photograph appeared in the Baltimore Sun in August 1953. Jack Engleman Studio.; Dolores “Dee” Herget originally 

created a version of this “Cityscape” triptych in 1994 as a commissioned gift for Baltimore to its Sister City, Odessa, Ukraine. In subsequent adaptations, she adds personal touches for her own 

and her customer’s amusement. Courtesy of Patricia and Frederick Yardley; John Brown was one of many British tradesmen who painted on wire blinds (screens). But in 1726 he was the first to 

depict the art form in print on his calling card. The triple lobed screen at the far right depicts the earliest known precursor of the Baltimore painted screen. Heal Collection of the British Museum. 

(bottom) Dolores “Dee” Herget originally created a version of this “Cityscape” triptych in 1994 as a commissioned gift for Baltimore to its Sister City, Odessa, Ukraine. In subsequent adaptations, 

she adds personal touches for her own and her customer’s amusement. Courtesy of Patricia and Frederick Yardley.

rowhouse neighborhoods took up brushes and this 
unlikely medium to transform entire blocks into 
spontaneous art galleries. It was here that the optical 
qualities of painted screens (you see out, no one sees 
in) made them an essential amenity in the crowded 
urban landscape. In the 21st century, the painted screen 
lives on, evolving from its commercial and residential 
roots to find new purpose in vehicles, buildings, and 
advertisements in Baltimore and beyond.



(clockwise from top right) Oktavec’s grocery, at the corner of North Collington and Ashland avenues, stands in the shadow of St. Wenceslaus Church, a beacon to the city’s Czech community. Its 

parish house, convent, and school (now MICA Place) occupied the remainder of the block’s west side. John Dubas Photograph. Arthur U. Hooper Memorial Collection. Baltimore City Life Museum 

Collection. Maryland Historical Society. MC9238-1; William Oktavec established the Art Shop at 2409 East Monument Street in 1922. Several rowhouses, including the Oktavec home upstairs, 

were modernized in 1959 to create the site known far and wide as the home of painted screens and the go-to place for art supplies, artistic framing, engrossing of greeting cards and documents, 

and religious statuary. Elaine Eff photograph , ca. 1980; William Oktavec became a national sensation when his ability to complete a screen in 15 minutes was documented for a weekly magazine 

and in front of a live national television audience on “You Asked for It,” where guests demonstrated their exceptional skills or occupations. This Week, May 6, 1954.

Baltimore: The Oktavec Dynasty

Trained as a butcher, but an artist at heart, Bohemian 
immigrant William Oktavec came to Baltimore via 
New York in 1913. He opened a corner grocery in the 
neighborhood that became known as “Little Bohemia.” 
To protect his merchandise from the withering summer 
heat while still attracting customers, he painted an 
image of meat and produce on his shop’s screen doors. A 
neighbor observed the advantages of coupling art with 
privacy and brought Oktavec a calendar picture of a red-
roofed mill to copy. He painted her screen, and a local 

folk art and avocation for many artists and dabblers was 
born. By 1922 Oktavec opened the Art Shop on bustling 
East Monument Street, which served as headquarters 
for two of his businesses—screen painting and church 
restoration. Here he taught screen painting to his sons 
Richard and Albert, who succeeded him, as well as 
to other aspiring artists, including famed “half man” 
Johnny Eck, who lived nearby. Steeped in the tradition, 
his grandson John picked up the mantle and continues 
to paint today.

All Screens Look Alike? A Quick Lesson in Red Bungalow (RB) Connoisseurship 

The William Oktavec screen, at center, circa 1920, is the source for the ubiquitous Baltimore Red Bungalow (RB). 
The individual elements--cottage, path, pond, swans, trees, clouds—may have been slavishly copied or loosely adapted 
from his work, but note the subtle differences that mark the distinctive style of individual artists.

The Screen Painters

Oktavec didn’t like to share his secrets, so other later 
screen painters learned by trial and error. Some were 
sign painters, others were jacks-of-all-trades, and until 
the mid-1970s almost all were men. Eager to make a 
buck, they plied the streets of Baltimore on foot or in 
vehicles. The screens were their best advertisement; 
business grew by word of mouth. Few signed their 
work. The Red Bungalow was the image of choice for 
75 years precisely because it was what the neighbors 
had—but screen painters would create anything 
a customer requested. Each sale was a negotiation 
between customer and artist confirming screen 
painting’s status as an indigenous folk art of, by and for 
the people. During its heyday in the 1940s and 1950s, 
more than 150,000 screens could be found in East 
Baltimore alone. 

In the early years, the artists were all self-taught, often 
exchanging tips among family members. Many learned 
on the streets, watching sidewalk artists. More recently 
they have learned through demonstrations, workshops, 
or formal apprenticeships. This exhibition features the 
work of a handful whose work survives. The old school’s 
William, Richard, Albert, and John Oktavec; their 
students Johnny Eck and Ruth Chrysam; neighbors and 
workingmen who made pilgrimages to the Art Shop—
Frank Deoms, Charles Bowman, Ben Richardson, 
Ted Richardson, Alonzo Parks, Leroy Bennett, Frank 
Cipolloni; their students, Tom Lipka and Dee Herget; 
and the new breed, Jenny Campbell, Monica Broere, 
Chrissy Maxwell, Anna Pasqualucci, Pat Michalski, 
Jennifer Crouse and John Iampieri. 

We know there are many more unheralded artists whose 
work and names do not appear here. Please help The 
Painted Screen Society create a comprehensive list by 
supplying their names, stories and photos, if available.  
www.paintedscreens.org 

(top) Every Baltimore screen painter traces his lineage directly or indirectly to William Oktavec. Since 1913, Oktavec’s work has inspired three generations of his family and legions of painters in 

the city, region, and farther afield. In addition to active painters who share their knowledge, The Painted Screen Society of Baltimore keeps Oktavec’s innovation alive through classes, films, tours, 

and public events. Illustration by Jane Selden; (middle) “The P.T. Barnum of Screen Painting,” Ted Richardson took to the streets in a variety of vehicles over the years, parked at strategic 

corners, and blared live or recorded music from a loudspeaker. He was also the only painter to have a shop dedicated to screen painting. His storefront on Eastern Avenue below Patterson 

Park was a short-lived venture in the 1960s. Courtesy of the Baltimore Guide; (bottom) The Twenty First Century: Painted screens continue today in a variety of new media, in updated imagery 

and materials, and in timeless applications. Many of these new forms have become part of the everyday landscape in such forms as billboards, automobile shades, scrims, and construction mesh. 

In many cases these applications are ephemeral and on the move. New technologies continue to address the same challenge that led to the rise of painted screens again and again during the last 

three centuries. Shown here, full or partial vinyl wraps for buses and other commercial vehicles cover the entire vehicle including side windows without impeding the view. Computer generated, 

full color, perfectly registered designs date from 1991 and quickly found their way around the world—from skyscrapers to modest shop windows. Elaine Eff photograph. (left) Charles Bowman, Leroy Bennett, Alonzo Parks. (center) Ted Richardson, Dee Herget, William Oktavec, John Oktavec. (right) Richard Oktavec, Johnny Eck, Al Oktavec, Tom Lipka.


